Molecular diagnosis of respiratory viruses.
Respiratory tract viral infections are responsible for an incredible amount of morbidity and mortality throughout the world. Older diagnostic methods, such as tissue culture and serology, have been replaced with more advanced molecular techniques, such as PCR and reverse-transcriptase PCR, nucleic acid sequence-based amplification and loop-mediated isothermal amplification. These techniques are faster, have greater sensitivity and specificity, and are becoming increasingly accessible. In the minds of most, PCR has replaced tissue culture and serology as the gold standard for detection of respiratory viruses owing to its speed, availability and versatility. PCR/reverse-transcriptase PCR has been used in a variety of detection platforms, in multiplex assays (detecting multiple pathogens simultaneously) and in automated systems (sample in-answer out devices). Molecular detection has many proven advantages over standard virological methods and will further separate itself through increased multiplexing, processing speed and automation. However, tissue culture remains an important method for detecting novel viral mutations within a virus population, for detecting novel viruses and for phenotypic characterization of viral isolates.